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Keep an eye out for opportunities to view presentations from student scholars from across the university.
May 4 to May 7, 2021
Save the Date: OSCAR Celebration of Student Scholarship and Impact Virtual Celebration
through computational methods derived from natural language processing and text mining.
Join Elise Jing, a Scientist at Sirius XM + Pandora whose research focuses on understanding narrative data
April 30, 2021 | 3 to 4:30 p.m.
Characterizing Political Narratives about COVID-19 on Twitter: Elise Jing

they will share their teaching experiences.
April 30, 2021 | 1:30 to 3 p.m.
Learning Assistant Virtual Poster Session

Join affiliate faculty Jonathan Hammer for a lecture on the sedimentary processes.
April 29, 2021 | 4:30 to 5:45 p.m.
AOES Geology Seminar

Full story

The university still needs volunteers to help at the Patriot Procession.
Wednesday, April 28, 2021
If you're interested, please sign up. There will be reading names as graduates cross the stage and greeters to help guide
defendants and lawyers to speak confidentially while maintaining a safe distance.

defendant's attorney, Professor
based, in part, by

COVID-19 courtroom setup during


violence. It is beyond individual officers. At this point, this is a systemic issue.”
Okechukwu added, “I use that as just an illustration of the persistent and systemic nature of this
defendant... accountable ... the same day, Ma’Khia Bryant, [a 16-year-old Black] teenager in Ohio, is killed by the
in race, ethnicity and social movement said, “While he was convicted of murder and held legally

is, where you are, or whatever the circumstances may be; no matter what; period. I am comforted by the
some say last week's trial of former Minneapolis police officer
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